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適用於可移動裝置的輕量公平付費協定 

研究生：李政仲                          指導教授：謝續平 

國立交通大學  資訊科學與工程研究所 

摘  要 

 

大部分的付費協定利用非對稱式加密系統對訊息加密或簽章來

達到不可否認性及公平性。由於可移動裝置的計算能力較弱且記憶體

較小，所以可能不能做非對稱式加密或是太複雜的運算。為了達到交

易的不可否認性及公平性，一個輕量的加密及簽章方法是需要的。在

此篇論文中，我們將提出一個適用於移動式裝式的輕量公平付費協定，

我們也將分析我們的協定達到幾個重要的性質，包含了公平性、不可

否認性、產品驗證、商家認證及隱私性。在我們的方法中，需要一個

可信賴的第三方去幫忙初始我們的付費協定且可以排解交易中產生

的爭議。 
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A Lightweight Fair Payment Protocol for Mobile 

Devices 

Student: Cheng-Chung Lee            Advisor: Shiuhpyng Shieh 

Department of Computer Science 

National Chiao Tung University 

Abstract 

Most payment protocols use public key cryptosystems to encrypt and 

sign messages for non-repudiation and fairness. Due to low 

computational power and limited memory, mobile devices cannot work 

well with public key cryptosystems or complex operations, such as 

exponential operations. A lightweight scheme is desirable for both 

encryption and signature, to achieve non-repudiation and fairness for 

mobile devices. In this paper, we propose a lightweight fair payment 

protocol for mobile devices. The proposed protocol is able to attain the 

important properties, namely fairness, non-repudiation, product validation, 

and merchant authentication. In our scheme, a trusted third party is 

needed to initialize the payment protocol, and resolve disputation 

automatically. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of wireless communications technology, we can access the 

Internet via wireless devices, e.g. mobile phones or PDAs. It is more convenient for 

users to use online services on the go. We can download MP3s, send emails, browse 

web pages, and so forth. Electronic commerce is also a common service. It consists of 

the buying and selling of products or services over the Internet. 

To support electronic payments over the Internet, we need online payment 

protocols. A payment scenario commonly involves a customer and a merchant. The 

customer browses a sold list through the Internet and purchase products from the 

merchant using online payment protocols. SET [3] and iKP [2] are the most 

well-known payment protocols. 

An important issue is how to achieve fairness. That is, either the customer 

obtains products he or she wants and the merchant obtains money, or neither of them 

does. Many fair payment protocols had also been proposed [21][22][23][24][25][26]. 

They utilize public key cryptosystems to sign on the messages as evidences of 

payment. However, some limitations of mobile devices cause inefficient performance 

using these payment protocols. Due to low computation power of mobile devices, 

public key cryptography may not be applied. Because of limitative memory, the key 

length and the amount of keys are restricted. Lastly, wireless networks are more 

dangerous than wired networks since it’s easy to eavesdrop and forge messages. 

In mobile commerce (m-commerce), we separate the existing payment protocols 

for mobile devices into three classifications: (1) Mobile Agent Based Payment 

Protocols [9][10][11][12][13][14][15], (2) Smart Card Based Payment Protocols 

[16][17][18][19], and (3) Lightweight Cryptography Based Payment Protocols 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_%28business%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_%28economics%29
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[1][4][5][6][7][27]. Mobile agent based payment protocols utilize mobile agents to 

help mobile users to fulfill transactions. Smart card based payment protocols employ 

smart cards to sign messages. Lightweight cryptography based payment protocols 

only use symmetric key cryptographies and hash functions, so they are suitable for 

mobile devices. Moreover, lightweight cryptography based payment protocols don’t 

need additional infrastructures (e.g. mobile agents or certificate authorities (CA)) or 

devices (e.g. smart cards). However, the existing lightweight cryptography based 

payment protocols are not satisfying fairness or non-repudiation. 

 In this paper, we present a lightweight fair payment protocol which, in addition 

to being lightweight, satisfies the following security requirements, including the 

fairness property. Assume A trades with B, and A behaves correctly. 

R1. Non-repudiation: After completing a payment protocol, A will be able to 

prove 

R1a. Non-repudiation of Origin: the origin of all messages sent from B, 

and 

R1b. Non-repudiation of Receipt: that B received messages form A. 

R2. Fairness: Two different level of fairness are possible, 

R2a. Strong Fairness: When the protocol has completed, either each party 

receives the expected items, or neither party obtains any items. 

R2b. Weak Fairness: When the protocol has completed, either strong 

fairness is achieved, or A can prove to an arbiter that B has received A’s 

items without any further intervention from A if A doesn’t obtain the 

expected items. 

R3. Validation: One of the following requirements must be satisfied. 

R3a. Product Validation (also known as Validated Receipt proposed by 
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[20][21]): (If a customer pays first) The product validation property is 

satisfied if a customer is able to ensure with the scope of the protocol and 

before the customer pays for a product, that the product the customer is 

about to receive from a merchant, is the same as the product the customer 

intended to purchase. 

R3b. Payment Receipt Validation: (If a merchant sends products first) The 

product receipt validation property is satisfied if a merchant is able to 

ensure with the scope of the protocol and before the merchant sends 

products, that the payment receipt the merchant is about to receive from a 

customer, is the same as the payment receipt they both agree before. 

R4. Authentication: 

R4a. Customer Authentication: The customer authentication property is 

satisfied if a merchant is able to ensure with the scope of the protocol and 

before the merchant sends products, that the customer is the customer to pay 

for products. 

R4b. Merchant Authentication: The merchant authentication property is 

satisfied if a customer is able to ensure with the scope of the protocol and 

before the customer pays for a product, that the merchant is the authority to 

sell the product. 

R5. Privacy: In a payment protocol, customers’ privacy, which includes 

purchase information, secrete information (e.g. customers’ credit-card 

information), and payment information, isn’t revealed. 
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2. Related Works 

In this section, we provide brief related works about fair exchange protocols and 

payment protocols for mobile devices. 

2.1. Fair exchange protocol 

 Payment protocols are a kind of exchange protocols. Exchange protocols can be 

used to exchange digital contents, while payment protocols are for electronic 

commerce. Fair exchange guarantees that at the end of the protocol, either both 

parities receive each other’s items or none do. A fair exchange protocol is impossible 

without trusted third parties [34]. Fair exchange protocols can be broadly categorized 

into two types: (1) Protocols with an online trusted third party (TTP) [28][29], (2) 

Protocols using an offline TTP (known as optimistic fair exchange protocols) 

[26][30][31][32]. 

Fair exchange protocols with an online TTP need a TTP directly involved in 

every exchange. In online third party protocols, the exchange is achieved via a trusted 

third party. Each party submits its own item to the TTP and the TTP passes the item to 

the recipient. The third party is always online. If the protocol needs an online TTP, the 

protocol can’t work when the TTP fails. 

 In fair exchange protocols using an offline TTP, two parties want to exchange 

something. One party takes a risk by sending its own item to the other first. The 

receiver either delivers its own item or tries to cheat by sending nothing. If both 

parties behave honestly, the protocol is complete and they obtain their expected items. 

Otherwise, a dispute happens and the trusted third party resolves this dispute by 

sending the correct items to them. By this way, it lightens the loading of the TTP and 
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reduces network traffic. 

 

2.2. Payment protocols for mobile devices 

Due to some limitations of mobile devices and wireless environment, Internet 

applications cannot be applied. Mobile devices are assumed to have low-powered and 

computational capability. The bandwidth and reliability of wireless networks are 

lower than these of the fixed ones. We separate payment protocols for mobile devices 

into three classifications: (1) Mobile Agent Based Payment Protocols 

[9][10][11][12][13][14][15], (2) Smart Card Based Payment Protocols 

[16][17][18][19], and (3) Lightweight Cryptography Based Payment Protocols 

[1][4][5][6][7][27]. 

A mobile agent can be defined as a software element, capable of migrating from 

one computer to another, to execute a set of task on behalf of its owner. Mobile agent 

based payment protocols migrate some computing from mobile devices to another 

ones. The customer sends a request including account information and purchase order 

to a mobile agent, and then the mobile agent fulfills the transaction with the merchant. 

Mobile agents lift the computation burden of mobile devices and reduce 

communication overhead. However, mobile agents must be trusted. 

Data on a smart card is said to be relatively secure because it is difficult to 

extract encrypted data from the outside and to alter it. The mobile phone with its 

integrated SIM card is an ideal bearer for the digital signature or encryption of a PKI 

system. To use smart card to sign payment messages is secure, but computation 

overhead and power consumption are a problem. 

Lightweight cryptography based payment protocols employ symmetric key 
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operations and hash functions, not public key cryptosystems. Mobile devices don’t 

need complex operations, but the strong fairness property is not satisfied. We are 

about to proposed a lightweight cryptography based payment protocol and it achieve 

the strong fairness property. 
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3. Basic Schemes 

In this section, we introduce the three foundations of our proposed scheme for 

our security requirement. They are the lightweight encryption scheme, the lightweight 

signature scheme, and the lightweight merchant authentication scheme. The 

lightweight encryption scheme protects the customer’s purchase information and 

secret information, and ensures that each transaction uses the different session key, 

and it doesn’t affect another transaction even if the certain session key is 

compromised. The lightweight signature scheme is used to authenticate messages 

without expensive cost. The merchant authentication scheme is used to ensure that the 

merchant have rights of selling goods, and the receiver is about to obtain correct 

products. 

 

3.1. Lightweight encryption Scheme  

In order that don’t to expose some information during transactions, we need a 

lightweight encryption scheme to encrypt all messages. The information may be the 

customer’s purchase information, secrete information (e.g. the customer’s credit-card 

information (CCI)), or payment information. The lightweight encryption scheme 

consists of the lightweight encryption and decryption technique, and the lightweight 

key generation technique. We adopt a symmetric-key cryptosystem, such as AES, as 

the lightweight encryption and decryption technique. The lightweight key generation 

technique regards the security of shared keys. We hope that the security of overall 

systems and customers’ privacy are threatened if a session key is compromised. 

S. Kungpisdan, P. D. Le, and B. Srinivasan [8] presented a session key 
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generation technique for internet transactions that eliminates the need of storing 

long-term shared key which makes the system insecure against key compromise 

during transactions. In this scheme, if a certain session key is compromised, the 

security of the system is not affected because the master key (possible the customer’s 

credit-card information) is not revealed. Therefore, we feel this scheme also resists 

Man-in-The-Middle attacks and replay attacks because the session keys are different 

on different transactions. 

 We will introduce briefly the limited-used key generation scheme. Alice and Bob 

share the master key, KAB. KAB can be assumed to be never expired. The distributed 

key, DK is anther shared key between Alice and Bob, but DK needs to be updated 

periodically or upon their request. The following steps show how to generate session 

keys. 

1. Alice generates the key DK and distributes it to Bob through a secure 

channel. 

2. Alice and Bob generate a set of preference keys Ki, where i=1,…,m. 

K1=h(DK,KAB),K2=h(DK,K1),…,Km=h(DK,Km-1) 

3. Alice generates a random number r and sends it to Bob. They both select two 

preference keys. One is KMid1, where KMid1 is the middle key among 

{K1,…Kw}, w=r mod m. The other is KMid2, where KMid2 is the middle key 

among {K1,…,KMid1}. Then, they calculates the session initialization key, SIK, 

where  

SIK=h(KMid1,KMid2) 

4. Alice and Bob generate a set of session keys SKj, where j=1,…,n. 

SK1=h(SIK,DK),SK2=h(SIK,SK1),…,SKn=h(SIK,SKn-1) 

 After the set of SKj has been generated, Alice and Bob can make use of them in 
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several ways. Firstly, they can send SKj to each other to authenticate themselves. 

Secondly, SKj can also be used as an encrypting key. Thirdly, SKj can be used as a key 

for keyed-hash function, HMAC, to verify the message from each other. The session 

key update and the distributed key update are also presented in detail in [8]. 

 We will employ this method on our proposed scheme. Although the session key, 

SKj, can be used to authenticate himself/herself or verify messages, they can’t be as 

evidence to an arbiter. Alice sends SKj to Bob when Alice wants to authenticate 

herself, but Bob also is able to generate SKj so that SKj can’t be as the evidence to 

authenticate Alice. In the same way, Bob can’t say that messages are sent by Alice 

because he verifies them with HMAC. We only use the second use (to encrypt 

messages) described above. By this way, every transaction uses different keys to 

encrypt messages and the master key (possible the customer’s CCI) is not 

compromised or revealed even if a session key is compromised.  

 

3.2. Lightweight Signature 

Everyone first raises the asymmetric cryptographic mechanisms like RSA digital 

signatures when we discuss how to sign messages. However, the asymmetric 

cryptographic mechanisms cost too expensive that some mobile devices with low 

computation power don’t work.  

A message authentication code (MAC) is another way. An authentication tag 

derives by applying an authentication scheme, together with a secret key, to a message. 

MAC is an efficient symmetric cryptographic primitive for two-party authentication. 

However, the receivers also knows the MAC key and could impersonate the sender 

and forge messages. This problem brings out that MAC tags are not sufficient to be as 
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evidence because two parties are able to forge messages. That is, both sender and 

receivers can sign messages.  

S. M. Chang, S. P. Shieh, W. W. Lin, and C. M. Hsieh [33] proposed an efficient 

broadcast authentication scheme. The scheme also is one time signature scheme. We 

is about to introduce the scheme briefly. 

The scheme uses Merkle hash trees for authenticating messages. First, the sender 

must generate his/her private keys and public keys. The private keys are t random 

numbers generated by a pseudorandom generator. We take t random numbers as the 

input to one way hash function to generate t hash values. Then, we separate t hash 

values into d group. So there are t/d values in each group. Finally, we use these t/d 

values as the leaves of a binary tree and compute each intermediate node as the hash 

of the concatenation of the two child values. Thus, we can get d Merkle hash trees, 

whose roots are our public keys. The public keys are distributed to receivers. In 

Figure 1, we can see one of d Merkle hash trees. 

 

Figure 1. Merkle hash tree 

When to sign the message m, we first compute h = hash(m). Then, we separate 

the hash value h into k pieces and regard these pieces as integers, so we get 

),...,,( 21 kiii , where xi is between 0 and t-1. Each integer is an index of private keys, 
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),...,,( 110 tvvv . Therefore, we can pick k private keys. These k picked private keys 

),...,,(
21 kiii vvv and their authentication paths are used as the signature of this message 

m. The authentication path of the leaf is the values of all nodes that are siblings of 

nodes on the path between the leaf and the root. For example, in the Figure 2, if there 

is )0( yy ii  in ),...,,( 21 kiii , its authentication path is ),,'( 47231 mmv . In this case, 

the private key, 0v , and its authentication path, ),,'( 47231 mmv  are sent to the 

receiver. 

 

 

Figure 2. private key and its authentication path 

Once the receiver receives a message m’ and its lightweight signature, he needs 

to ensure that the message come from the authenticated sender by verifying the 

signature. First, he computes h’=hash(m’). Then, we separate the hash value h into k 

pieces and regard these pieces as integers, ),...,,( 21 kiii . Each integer is an index of 

private balls, ),...,,( 110 tvvv . Second, receivers verify each corresponding private key 

with its authentication path and the corresponding public key. For example, in Figure 

2, if there is )0( yy ii  in ),...,,( 21 kiii , its authentication path is ),,'( 47231 mmv . The 
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receiver compute v0*=hash(v0), m01*=hash(v0*,v1’), m03*=hash(m01*,m23), and 

m07*=hash(m03*,m47). If m07*=m07, where m07 is the one of the public keys given 

previously by the sender, the piece is correct. If all pieces are correct, the receiver 

believes the message is sent form the authenticated sender. 

We will use the scheme to get the lightweight signature. As the certain public 

keys are used, we are about to replace them by sending the new public keys from the 

sender. In this way, it avoids an attacker collects the private keys and their 

authentication path and then fakes messages. 

 

3.3. Lightweight Merchant Authentication Scheme  

 Before the customer is about to pay for the product, he must check two 

properties. One is the validated receipt property. The other is the merchant 

authentication property. Thus, the customer verifies that the merchant indeed 

possesses the product he would like to buy, and the merchant indeed has the authority 

of the product. 

I. Ray, I. Ray, and N. Natarajan [20][21] proposed the validated receipt property 

and proposed a resolution. The definition of the validated receipt property is shown 

above (see Chapter 1). Before introducing the resolution and a possible attack, we 

now present the theory of cross validation. The theory of cross validation also 

proposed by I. Ray, I. Ray, and N. Natarajan [20][21] is based on RSA-like 

cryptography to achieve the validated receipt property. 

 

Definition 1. The Eular’s totient function )(N  is defined as the number of integers 

that are less than N .  
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  1. 1)(  NN  if N  is prime. 

  2. )()()()( 21 kNNNN    if kNNN=N 21  and 1N , 2N , …, kN  

are pairwise relatively prime. 

Theorem 1. (Euler’s theorem) For every a and N that are relatively prime, 

Na N  mod 1)( 
 

Corollary 1. If 0 < m  < N  and kNNN=N 21  and 1N , 2N , …, kN  are 

primes, 

  Nmm Nx  mod 1)( 
 

Definition 2. A key K is defined to be the ordered pair <e, N>, where N is a product of 

distinct primes, and e is relatively prime to )(N . The inverse of a key K, denoted by 

K
-1

, is an ordered pair <d, N>, satisfying 

)( mod 1 Ned   

Definition 3. The encryption of a message m with the K=<e, N>, denoted as [m, K], is 

defined as 

  [m, <e, N>]= m
e
 mod N 

Definition 4. Two keys K1=<e1, N1> and K2=<e2, N2> are said to be compatible if 

e1=e2, and N1 and N2 are relatively prime. 

Definition 5. If two keys K1=<e1, N1> and K2=<e2, N2> are compatible, the product 

key, 21 KK  , is defined as <e, N1N2> 

Lemma 1. For positive integers a, N1 and N2, 

  121  mod ) mod ( NaNNa   

Theorem 2. For any two messages m1 and m2, such that 

  [m1, 21 KK  ] [m2,K1] mod N1 if and only if m1=m2 

  [m1, 21 KK  ] [m2,K2] mod N1 if and only if m1=m2 
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where two keys K1=<e, N1>, K2=<e, N2> are compatible, and 21 KK   is the product 

key <e, N1N2>. 

 The proof of Theorem 2 is shown in [21] and to refer interested readers to [21]. 

 

 The proposed protocol by [20][21] achieves the validated receipt property using 

the results of Theorem 2. The simplified protocol is shown in Figure 3. The trusted 

third party TP generates keys K1=<e, N1> and K1
-1

 and provides K1 to the merchant M. 

The trusted third party also calculates L=[m, K1] and stores it. If the customer C would 

like to purchase the product m, the trusted third party gives L to the customer, where 

[m, K1] is the encryption of the product. The customer keeps it for future validation of 

the product received during the transaction. 

 When the customer begins to trade with the merchant, the customer sends his 

purchase order to the merchant. The merchant chooses the second set of keys (K2, K2
-1

) 

such that K2=<e, N2> is compatible with K1 according to Definition 4, and selects a 

random number r, where r is relatively prime to N2. Then, the merchant provides the 

customer with L1=[mr, 21 KK  ], L2=[r, K1]. When the customer obtains L1 and L2, he 

verifies 

  [mr, 21 KK  ] [m, K1]  [r, K1] mod N1 

 If satisfied, the customer believes the merchant has the product ordered by 

him/her according to Theorem 2. After the customer has paid for the product, the 

merchant sends K2
-1

 and r
-1

, where r
-1

 is the multiplicative inverse of r modulo N1. 

Using the decrypting key K2
-1

 (to decrypt (L1 mod N2)), the customer obtains mr mod 

N1. Multiplying this by r
-1

, the customer can retrieve m. 
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Figure 3. protocol presented by I. Ray, I. Ray, and N. Natarajan 

 However, the protocol is attacked by a malicious merchant. The malicious 

merchant first pretends to want to buy the purchase, and then gets L=[m, K1] form the 

trusted third party TP. After the malicious merchant obtains L, he runs Algorithm 1 

follows. 

 

Figure 4. attack algorithm 

 After Algorithm 1, we can have L1< N1N2, and L1≡L L2 mod N1. The malicious 

merchant can send L1 and L2 to honest customers. Thus, the malicious merchant can 

cheat customers, and customers believe the malicious merchant has the real product 

by verifying L1≡L L2 mod N1. 

 In order to solve this problem, we improve the protocol. We also replace m with 
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the product key k, which is a symmetric key to encrypt the product m. When the 

merchant register the product to the trusted third party, the trusted third party 

generates keys K1=<e, N1> and K1
-1

 and provides K1 to the merchant. Once the 

customer would like to buy the product, the trusted third party generates a random 

number r, calculates [k  r, K1], and sends r to the merchant and [k  r, K1] to the 

customer. When the customer begins to trade with the merchant, the merchant chooses 

the second set of keys (K2, K2
-1

) such that K2=<e, N2> is compatible with K1 and N2 is 

relatively prime to r. Then, the merchant computes [k  r, 21 KK  ], and transmits it to 

the customer. The customer verifies that [k  r, 21 KK  ] [k  r, K1] mod N1. If satisfied, 

the customer not only believes the merchant has the true product, and believes the 

merchant has the authority of the product because the merchant doesn’t generate [k  r,

21 KK  ] if not to possess the product key k and the key K1. Finally, the merchant 

gives k to the customer after the customer has paid for the product. If the device the 

customer uses is not restricted with low computation power, the merchant could send 

K2
-1

 and r
-1

 to the customer. Because K1 may be used to encrypt many products, we 

can’t send K1
-1

 to the customer. 
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4. Proposed Payment Protocol 

There are four parties involved in our proposed protocol. They are the customer C, the 

merchant M, the trusted third party T, and the payment gateway P. The customer buys 

something from the merchant. The trusted third party plays an arbiter and the payment 

gateway copes with all matters about payment. 

4.1. Assumption 

 We make the following assumptions in our payment protocol. 

1. The trusted third party T and the payment gateway P are trusted by all 

parties. 

2. The customer and the merchant do not trust each other. 

3. The communication channel between any party and T (or P) is resilient, but 

the channel between C and M may controlled by a attacker. 

4. The public keys of the merchant, the trusted third party, and the payment 

gateway are known by all parties. 

5. All encryption are strong enough that the receiver can’t decrypt encrypted 

messages without the appropriate key. 

6. The hash function h() is a collision-resistant one-way hash function. 

7. The digital signature 1),,( 21 
AK

mm   is 1)),2,1(( 
AK

mmh  . 

8. Each party keeps a copy of transaction information that is the evidence till 

the information is no longer needed. 

4.2. Notation 

Before to introduce our proposed scheme, we introduce the notations used in the 
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protocol first. Table 1 lists the notations and their interpretations. 
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4.3. Prelude 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before the payment protocol begins, we assume that some steps have already 

completed to set up the environment in which the protocol works. The prelude is 

shown in Figure 2. The merchant M must register its product to the TTP T. M send its 

identity IDM, the encrypted product m with the product key k, the product key k, the 

product identity PI, and the signature represent that M, not other one, really want to 

register. T verifies the signature, and checks if m is encrypted with the k and h(m) is 

correct. T generates the key pair (K1, K1
-1

), and stores the product identity PI, the 

product key k, and the key pair (K1, K1
-1

), that is used to encrypt the key k. T sends an 

acknowledgement and K1 to M. 

 In addition to merchant registration, the customer, who wants to trade with 

his/her mobile devices, must apply to his/her bank. The bank and the customer 

exchange secrets, such as credit-card information (CCI), the distributed key DK, and 

the public keys of Merkle hash trees used to generate lightweight signatures, through 

a secure channel. In the same way, the TTP and the customer also exchange 

information, which contains the distributed key DK, and the public keys of Merkle 

hash trees. Finally, the TTP, the bank, and the customer would compute the preference 

keys. 

-INITMH

-INIT,MHDK,K

-INITMH

-INITCCI,DK,MH

),PI, Ack,K,(ID),PI, Ack,K(ID

)I,ID,(h(m),k,P)m,(k,PI,ID
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MKM
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4.4. Payment Protocol 

 Our proposed protocol includes four parties: the customer C, the merchant M, the 

payment gateway P, and the on-line trusted third party T. It is composed of three 

sub-protocols: exchange sub-protocol and resolve sub-protocol. 

Exchange Sub-protocol 

 A customer browses an Internet e-commerce website, and reviews the products. 

Once he/she find the products he/she would like to buy, the customer clicks the 

“check out” button to initiate the exchange sub-protocol. All messages of the 

exchange sub-protocol are shown in the Figure 3. The exchange sub-protocol includes 

four steps. 

CM

PCM

CPP

CPMP

P

CM
MP

CM

CT

MT

TM

CT

SK

KSK

PCSKPC
K

CPCP

SKCPM
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 Step 1 includes four messages. In step 1, the customer C and the merchant M 

exchange some secrets used in following steps through the TTP T, and T give the 

identity of the transaction TID to C and M. 

Message 1: 

 
NEW),MHINIT,K,PI,MH(IDMH

,-NEW,MH-INIT,K,PI,MHq,(IDRe,a,TIDID

CTCMCMMCT

SKCTCMCMMC
CT





                   

)       :TC
 

C initiates the exchange sub-protocol by sending T a message, which 

contains major things: (1) a TID request, TIDReq, (2) the Merchant ID, IDM, (3) 

the identity of the product he wants to buy, PI, (4) the master key shared by C 

and M, KCM, and (5) C’s public keys of Merkle hash trees he want to share with 

M, MHCM-INIT. 

a is a random number used to generate the session key between C and T. In 

following steps, b and c are same as a. 

MHCT-NEW is the new public keys to replace old public keys that have 

been used to sign this message to T by C. MHAB-NEWs in the following 

messages are the same, so we don’t illustrate them. 

 Message 2: 

 1      :MT 
TM K

CMCMKCMCM )-INIT,K,(TID,MH)-INIT,K(TID,MH  

After T receives Message 1, he checks the lightweight signature first. If the 

signature is correct, T stores IDC, IDM, PI, KCM, and MHCM-INIT for resolving 

the dispute in the future, and sends TID, KCM, and MHCM-INIT to M. 

 Message 3: 

 1      :TM 
MT K

MCKMC -INIT),(TID,b,MH-INIT)(TID,b,MH  

When the merchant receives Message 2 from T, it verifies the signature of T. 
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Subsequently, M sends its public keys of Merkle hash trees to TTP T and 

endorses it if M agrees to trade. 

 Message 4: 

 
-NEW)-INIT,MHH],h(m),b,MKr,K(TID,[kMH

,-NEW)-INIT,MHH],h(m),b,MKr,K(TID,[k

TCMCTC

SKTCMC
CT

21

21

                   

       :CT




 

It store M’s public keys of Merkle hash trees, MHMC-INIT, for dealing 

with the debate in the future once T receives the message from M. The TTP 

would generate a random number r and calculate ]r,K[k 1 . This ]r,K[k 1  will 

be used to verify that the merchant is the authority to sell the product and it really 

has the product. h(m) will be used to ensure the integrity of the encrypted 

product, m, later. Subsequently, T sends r, ]r,K[k 1 , h(m), and MHMC-INIT to 

C. 

 

 After Step 1 is completed, the customer starts to trade with the merchant. In Step 

2, the customer sends its order for goods, and check that the merchant is the authority 

of the product. The merchant sends its bank account and signs the order of the 

customer if it accepts the order. 

 Message 5: 

 O))(TID,r,h(P,MH-NEW)MHTID,(r,PO, CMSKCM
CM

      :MC  

C gets TID, b, r, ]r,K[k 1 , h(m), and MHMC-INIT from Message 4. 

Because C doesn’t have the key, 1K , he doesn’t derive the product key, k. The 

customer utilizes KCM and b to compute the session key, SKCM. SKCM is used to 

encrypt messages between C and M. If C wants to buy the product indeed, he 

sends TID, r, and the purchase order (PO). C also uses lightweight signature 

scheme to sign h(PO), representing the agreement on the order. The purchase 
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order, PO, includes the follow information: 

(1) the identity of the product, PI 

(2) the amount 

(3) the price 

(4) the time stamp and the nonce 

(5) other order information 

 Message 6: 

-NEW)],MHKr,K,[k,TID)(h(PO),(MMH

,-NEW)],MHKr,K,(TID,[k)),(TID,h(PO,TID)m,(M

MCKaccountMC

SKMC
KKaccount

P

CM
MP

21

21

                   

      :CM 1



 

 

When M receives Message 5 from the customer, it checks to see if the 

purchase order is to its satisfaction─that is, the merchant agrees to all its contents, 

including the amount and the price. In addition, the merchant also verify the 

lightweight signature. If not, the merchant informs the customer of the rejection. 

Otherwise, the merchant endorses the purchase order as its agreement by signing 

h(PO). Then, the merchant generates the key pair ( 1

22
,KK ), where K2=<e, N2> 

is compatible key with K1 and N2 is relatively prime to r, and computes the 

product key ( 21 KK  ). Subsequently, the merchant calculates ]Kr,K[k 21 . If 

an evil man would like to impersonate the merchant, he doesn’t succeed because 

he doesn’t know the key, 1K  and all primes, that construct N1. The same, if the 

merchant doesn’t have the true product key, k, it does not calculate 

]Kr,K[k 21  either. Finally, M conveys the signature, 1
MK

)(TID,h(PO) , the 

lightweight signature, (h(PO))MHMC , ]Kr,K[k 21 , and the merchant’s bank 

account to C. 
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After the customer and the merchant make an agreement, the customer is about 

to pay for the product. In Step 3, the customer sends the contract (the merchant’s 

signature for h(PO) and the customer’s lightweight signature for h(PO)), and the 

merchant’s bank account to the payment gateway. The payment gateway requests the 

customer’s bank to deduct the money from the customer’s account or to credit the 

money, and transfer money to the merchant’s account. 

Message 7: 

 
-NEW),MH(TID,h(PO)MH

,-NEW),PO,MH,(TID,ID)),(TID,h(PO,TID),c,(MID

CPCP

SKCPM
KKaccountC

CPMP

                   

       :PC 1
 

The customer validates the product key and authenticates the merchant by 

verifying that 1121 mod  N] r,K[k]Kr,K[k  . If not, the customer cancels the 

transaction. Otherwise, he delivers the purchase order, two parties’ signatures for 

the purchase order and the merchant’s account to the payment gateway, P.  

 Message 8: 

 (PO))(TID,Ack,h,MH-NEW)MH,(TID,Ack,(PO))(TID,Ack,h PCSKPC
K CPP

1       :CP   

When P receives Message 7, it checks two parities’ signatures. If two 

signatures for the purchase order are consistent, the payment gateway begins to 

communicate with two parties’ banks. If two parties’ banks both approve the 

transaction, the payment gateway acknowledges the customer that the transaction 

is approved. If the contract is inconsistent, or any bank rejects the transaction, the 

payment gateway is about to answer the customer that the transaction fails as 

well as the reason. 

 

 The customer asks the merchant of the purchase key if he has completed the 

payment with the payment gateway. In Step 4, the customer sends the payment receipt 
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to the merchant, and then the merchant delivers the product key. 

 Message 9: 

 1      :MC 
PCM KSK h(PO)),(TID,Ack,(TID,Ack)  

The customer checks the lightweight signature once he receives the 

acknowledgement from the payment gateway. Subsequently, the customer sends 

the payment receipt signed by P, 1
PK

(PO))(TID,Ack,h . Simultaneously, the 

customer starts a timer, and waits for the product key to arrive from the merchant. 

If the timer expires before the product key arrives from the merchant, the 

customer is about to execute the resolve sub-protocol. 

 Message 10: 

 
CMSK(k)      :CM  

After the merchant obtains the payment receipt from the customer, it first 

verifies the signed receipt by P. If the receipt is correct, the merchant conveys the 

product key, k, to the customer. The customer is about to decrypt m by k. If the 

merchant gives a wrong key or denies sending k to the customer intentionally, 

the resolve sub-protocol is initiated by the customer. Otherwise, the payment 

protocol is finished. 

 

Resolve Sub-protocol 

 The resolve sub-protocol is executed if any party misbehaves or if there is a 

communication failure. The sub-protocol is to resolve disputes automatically without 

manual interventions. The merchant gets the payment receipt before sending the 

product key, so it has an advantage in the exchange sub-protocol. Therefore, the 

resolve sub-protocol is initiated only by the customer if the timer is expired or if the 
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customer receives a wrong key. In Figure 4, we can see all messages in the resolve 

sub-protocol. 

 

 

 

 Message S1: 

 
CTPM

SKKK
)h(PO)),(TID,Ack,)(TID,h(PO)TID,x,(PO, 11                  TC   

If the merchant cheats the customer by giving a fake key or rejects to send 

the product key when receiving the payment receipt, the customer starts the 

resolve sub-protocol by delivering Message S1 to the TTP. The Message S1 

contains all evidences: merchant’s agreement of the purchase order, 

1
MK

)(TID,h(PO) , and the payment receipt, 1
PK

(PO))(TID,Ack,h . He needn’t to 

send his agreement on the purchase order because the payment receipt interprets 

that as the payment gateway check two parties’ agreements. 

 Message S2 & S3: 

 
MP

CT

KK

SK

)Ack,h(PO))(TID,(TID,

(k)

1                 MT

                  CT




 

When the TTP receive an application for a arbitration from a customer, it 

examines the agreement on the purchase order and the payment receipt. If no 

problem, T sends the product key to C. At the same time, T also sends the 

merchant the payment receipt for avoiding that M doesn’t receive the payment 

receipt or receives the wrong receipt from C. 

 

MP

CT

CTPM

KK

SK

SKKK

)Ack,h(PO))(TID,(TID,

(k)

)h(PO)),(TID,Ack,)(TID,h(PO)TID,x,(PO,

1

11
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5. Analysis 

We analyze the properties mentioned before of our proposed protocol. They are (R1) 

non-repudiation, (R2) fairness, (R3) product validation, (R4) merchant authentication, 

(R5) privacy respectively. Finally, we also analyze efficiency of our protocol. 

5.1. Non-repudiation 

In order to achieve the non-repudiation of origin and the non-repudiation of 

receipt, the two signatures are important. One is an evidence to represent the 

origin of the message. The other is an evidence to represent the receipt of the 

message.  

Repudiation of origin. In our protocol, each important item is signed by a 

digital signature or a lightweight signature to ensure the origin of information. If 

the customer denies confessing his/her purchase behavior later or paying for it, 

the merchant provides the evidences to the TTP to prove the customer’s 

repudiation. The evidences include the customer’s agreement on the purchase 

order and the payment receipt. The customer’s agreement is the lightweight 

signature of the purchase order signed by the customer, and the payment receipt 

is the digital signature of the payment information. 

If the merchant denies confessing the agreement of the purchase order 

(possible the price or the amount) later, the customer can provide the merchant’s 

agreement signed by the merchant to TTP. The merchant agreement could be the 

lightweight signature or the digital signature. 

Digital signatures and lightweight signatures are non-repudiation, because 

they are only signed by the origin of messages and not forged if not knowing 
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private keys. (The security strength of the lightweight signature is presented in 

[33]) 

Repudiation of receipt. This property is more difficult to achieve than the 

repudiation of origin. It can be achieved by a receipt signature or secret 

information to represent the receipt evidence, but there is a problem if a 

malicious party rejects sending the receipt evidence. Although this issue can be 

solved by the TTP involved, it isn’t practical as the TTP can aid both parties to 

obtain their expected items. That is, no party can say that he/she has not received 

the expected item because he/she gets it from the TTP if he/she really acquires 

nothing from the corresponding party. Therefore, the repudiation of receipt is not 

need in our protocol. 

 

5.2. Fairness 

We start showing that our protocol provides strong fairness here. Strong 

fairness is that when the protocol has completed, either each party receives the 

expected items, or neither party obtains any items. In our protocol, the customer 

exchanges the payment receipt, 1
PK

(PO))(TID,Ack,h , for the product, including 

the encrypted product, m, and the product key, k, with the merchant. Before to 

prove strong fairness is satisfied, we first prove two theorems in the following. 

 

Theorem 3. No party gains anything before Message 9. That is, the customer 

can’t derive the product key, k, from ]r,K[k 1  and ]Kr,K[k 21 , and the 

merchant can’t obtain the payment receipt, 1
PK

(PO))(TID,Ack,h . 

Proof: 
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The customer doesn’t have the key, 1

1

K , 1

2

K , or 1
21

 )K(K , so he/she 

can’t derive anything about the product key, k. The product is encrypted with the 

product key, k, so the customer doesn’t decrypt without the product key, k. 

The merchant can’t generate the payment receipt, 1
PK

(PO))(TID,Ack,h  

without the payment gateway’s private key. Moreover, it is impossible that a 

payment receipt is the same as another one. TID may be reduplicate in the future 

and Ack is also the same, but PO can’t be the same. The purchase order contains 

a time stamp. 

Theorem 4. The customer obtains the product key, k, if and only if the merchant 

obtains the payment receipt, 1
PK

(PO))(TID,Ack,h . 

Proof: 

[If part] The customer obtains the product key, k, if the merchant obtains the 

payment receipt, 1
PK

(PO))(TID,Ack,h . 

There are only two ways that the merchant obtains the payment receipt, 

1
PK

(PO))(TID,Ack,h , in our protocol. One is Message 9 from the customer in the 

exchange sub-protocol, and the other is Message S3 from the TTP in the resolve 

sub-protocol. If the honest merchant gets the payment receipt form Message 9, it 

sends the product key, k, to the customer. If the merchant behaves incorrectly, or 

there is a failure in the communication channel, the customer applies for the TTP 

to obtain the product key. Thus, the merchant obtains the payment receipt form 

Message 9, and then the customer also gets the product key. 

If the merchant obtains the payment receipt from Message S3, the resolve 

sub-protocol must have executed and the customer has received the product key 

from the TTP. Therefore, the customer obtains the product key, k, if the merchant 
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obtains the payment receipt, 1
PK

(PO))(TID,Ack,h . 

[Only if part] The customer obtains the product key, k, only if the merchant 

obtains the payment receipt, 1
PK

(PO))(TID,Ack,h . 

There are two ways that the customer obtains the product key, k, in our 

protocol. One is Message 10 from the merchant in the exchange sub-protocol, 

and the other is Message S2 from the TTP in the resolve sub-protocol. For case 

one, before Message 10, the customer must send Message 9, including the 

payment receipt, to the merchant, and the payment receipt is valid. Thus, the 

merchant sends Message 10, including the product key, only if it receives the 

payment receipt. 

For case two, the customer obtains the product key from Message S2. 

Obviously, the resolve sub-protocol is executed and the merchant gets the 

payment receipt from the TTP. Hence, the customer obtains the product key, k, 

only if the merchant obtains the payment receipt, 1
PK

(PO))(TID,Ack,h . 

 

From Theorem 3, we can know that two parties obtain nothing before 

Message 9, and due to Theorem 4, we can realize that if any party gains the 

expected item, the other does, too. That is, when the protocol has completed, 

either each party receives the expected items, or neither party obtains any items. 

We have shown that the strong fairness is satisfied in our proposed protocol 

above. 
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5.3. Product Validation and Merchant Authentication 

The purpose of these two properties is in order to authenticate merchants 

and products, and hence they protect that customers are cheated. Subsequently, 

we show our protocol satisfies the product validation property and the merchant 

authentication property. 

We consider the Dolev-Yao intruder. It can store all messages over the 

network, but it only decrypt and sign messages if it knows the corresponding key. 

It can compose new messages after analyzing its knowledge. It can remove or 

delay messages over the network. The intruder also acts as customers (or 

merchants), intruders, and network. 

 

Theorem 5. If the intruder doesn’t possess both the product key, k, and the key, 

K1, it can’t generate x where x 11 mod  N] r,K[k  . 

Proof: 

 Clearly, if the intruder doesn’t possess the product key, k, and the key, K1, it 

can’t “compute” x where x 11 mod  N] r,K[k   by itself. (If it can, it can also 

break RSA cryptosystems.) It must analyze normal messages stored in its 

database to obtain useful information. In the following, we separately prove that 

the intruder can’t generate x if it possess k or k1 only. 

[Possessing k only] 

 As all messages over the network are encrypted, the intruder only decrypts 

some messages encrypted with some keys known to it. When it acts as a 

customer, it can obtain ]r,K[k 1  and r. It can compute rk   and get the pair 

( rk  , ]r,K[k 1 ). The intruder can’t derive K1 from the pair ( rk  , ]r,K[k 1 ) 

due to the discrete logarithm problem. Thus, the intruder gains nothing except 
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many pairs of r and ]r,K[k 1 . If TTP uses the same random number, r, 

collected by the intruder before, the intruder can generate x where x 

11 mod  N] r,K[k  . However, it happens with small probability if r varies in an 

enough large range and K1 is updated periodically. 

 

[Possessing K1 only] 

As all messages over the network are encrypted, the intruder only decrypts 

some messages encrypted with some keys known to it. When it acts as a 

customer, it can obtain ]r,K[k 1  and r. It can’t derive rk   with K1 due to 

RSA assumption. If it guesses rk  , it doesn’t derive k due to factoring 

assumption. Thus, the intruder gains nothing except many pairs of r and 

]r,K[k 1 . If TTP uses the same random number, r, collected by the intruder 

before, the intruder can generate x where x 11 mod  N] r,K[k  . However, it 

happens with small probability if r varies in an enough large range and K1 is 

updated periodically. 

 

From Theorem 5, we can realize that the merchant can’t be authenticated 

without K1 and the product can’t be validated without k by the customer. 

Therefore, the validated receipt property and the merchant authentication 

property are satisfied in our protocol. 

 

5.4. Privacy 

None of the exchanged messages between the merchant and the customer 

contains information to identify the customer. (The merchant only knows the 
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identity of the transaction.) Moreover, even if a customer performs multiple 

exchanges with the same merchant, the merchant can’t link those exchanges 

together using the protocol messages since session keys are different and 

identities of the transactions are unique on every transaction. (IP address linking 

or similar means might be possible, but our protocol doesn’t create any 

additional means of identification and linking.) Only the TTP and the payment 

gateway know who the buyer is, but they are trusted by everyone. 
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6. Conclusion 

We pointed out the problems of existing payment protocols when applied to 

wireless environments. We proposed the first lightweight fair payment protocol for 

mobile devices without any extra devices or infrastructures. We applied symmetric 

key cryptosystems and hash functions not only to reduce customers’ computation, but 

also to satisfy security requirements including strong fairness. 

The TTP helps to initiate our payment protocol and to manage transactions. As 

our future works, we can employ distributed servers and secrete sharing scheme 

lightens loading of TTPs and enhances security of TTPs. 
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